Fitting Instructions
Fitting HIAC Recessed Access Cover
(HIAC covers are generally supplied with gas springs removed for re-ﬁtting after installation).

1
Check size of structural opening and recessed dimensions against overall frame sizes to determine
packing/grout requirements to ensure top of frame will be ﬂush with F.F.L.
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2
Ensure bottom of structural recess has suitable packing/grout.

3
Using slings if necessary lower access cover into recess or if ﬁtted the lifting points supplied.
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4
Check top of frame is ﬂush with F.F.L. and frame is not twisted.
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5
Check gas spring bracket(s) or motors are ﬂush with the inside of the hole. Pack if necessary. It is critical that the gas
spring brackets are vertical and solid against the inside of the opening.
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6
Fit frame into position. Remove any slings or lifting points as appropriate. Back ﬁll as required and allow to set. Do not
get grout inside the outer frame and inner frame, this will eﬀect the opening of the unit later. Use masking tape around
the top of the frame to stop grout impeding.
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7
Check access cover by opening and closing lid using the manual lifting points and eyes. Remove dust cover with
allen key and insert the “Tee” key into the boss near the front edge and turn the release lock before lifting.

8
Fix the slabs/tiles/carpet into the recessed lid as required and allow to set.

9
Secure ﬁxing angles to the ﬂoor and tighten.

10
At all times ensure the safety hold open stay is released before closing the hatch.

11
Re-ﬁt the gas springs according to the gas spring ﬁtting instructions supplied.

SPECIAL NOTE:

AT ANY TIME FOLLOWING INSTRUCTION OF COVER INTRO

To prevent debris from gathering into the gap between the lid and frame seal up with a sealant. A foam insert
would need to be inserted ﬁrst to stop the sealant dropping to the bottom of the frame.
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Once the surrounding area is free from debris and building activity the sealant can be removed.
For further information contact:

Surespan Limited
Leamore Close
Leamore Enterprise Park
Walsall
West Midlands
WS2 7NL
Tel: +44 (0)1922 711185
Fax: +44 (0)1922 714099
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